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LANGUAGES
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Academia Teba Languages, based in Granada,
Spain is an accredited Instituto Cervantes centre. 

This internationally recognised accreditation,
exclusively dedicated to teaching Spanish as a
foreign language, ensures that our programmes
adhere to the highest standards of excellence
and quality, making us a trusted choice for
Spanish language education.

MÁS QUE UN IDIOMA,
UNA CULTURA



ACADEMIC
PROGRAMME
During the week students have four hours of Spanish
classes each morning in our language school.

Our classes are interactive and dynamic with a strong
focus on developing confidence in communication
skills. There is a maximum of 12 students per class,
ensuring that everybody is fully supported to reach
their potential. 

One morning per week classes take place in our local
high school where students partake in organised
language exchange activities with their Spanish
peers. 

At the end of the programme, each student is awarded
a Spanish as a foreign language Certificate indicating
the CEFR (Common European Framework) level of the
course, the number of hours completed and their
overall result. 
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LANGUAGES

ACTIVITY
PROGRAMME
Every afternoon, students take part in our action
packed, fun and diverse activity programme
providing them with the chance to apply their
Spanish skills in a real-world setting. We organise an
excursion every weekend and our extensive array of
social, cultural and sporting activities ensures that
students are active, happy and learning throughout
their stay. 

A key component of the activity programme involves
students joining a club, fostering connections and
integration with Spanish teenagers through sport. We
have partnerships with a range of local clubs
including basketball, rugby, soccer, hockey, dance,
athletics and more.      
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ACCOMMODATION
Meaningful integration with Spanish host families is
an essential component of our programmes. 

Our host families undergo a meticulous selection
process, meeting specific criteria to ensure an optimal
experience for our students. All of the families welcome
students warmly, providing care and attention as they
would to their own relatives. Each host family offers
students a unique chance to truly experience and
immerse themselves in Spanish family life, providing
real insight into Spanish culture and daily living.

SAMPLE SCHEDULE

08:00 - 09:00 
Breakfast at home

09:30 - 13:30
Spanish classes 

19:30 - 21:00
Free time

21:00 - 22:00
Dinner & Family time 4

13:30 - 16:30
Lunch & Family time

16:30 - 19:30
Club / Activity



PRICES
We have an all-inclusive price for the Language &
Activity programme which includes classes,
activities, excursions, accommodation and airport
transfers from Málaga to Granada (ask about
transfers from other airports):*

2 weeks      € 1,300
4 weeks     € 2,500

* Prices do not include flights. 

Please feel free to contact us for options if you have
any specific requirements.

UN GRAN PROYECTO NECESITA LA
IMPLICACIÓN DE TODO UN EQUIPO
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tebalanguages@academiateba.es

+34 676 07 60 81

www.tebalanguages.academiateba.es

GRANADA, ESPAÑA

Contact us

Visit Our Website
www.tebalanguages.academiateba.es
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